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<Lecture 3> 

4. Elements that Comprised Count Falkenstein’s Castle Lordship

4-1. Preconditions Confirmed by the Examination of the Codex

All castle districts (castle lordship districts) had their own designations. Neuburg and 

Hartmannsberg were procuratio districts (Vogt districts), while Falkenstein and Hernstein were prepositura 

(viscount districts), and so on with specific designations depending on the castle.  Therefore, it is 

understood that the area surrounding a castle consisted of  a certain district/region. 

4-2. With the Castle at the Core, Districts under Rule were the same as French Châtellenie 
Aside from the manorial lordships, within these four castle lordship districts ban powers such as 

the right to hold court, Vogtei powers, and economic ban rights were executed beyond the original 

manorial villeins and were expansive.  Therefore, it is acceptable to consider these four castle districts 

as synonymous to the French châtellenie or lordship bans. 

 The first rationale for this conclusion is that a variety of bans were executed beyond manorial 

lordships.  The right to hold high court (right to sentence people to death and high atonement 

jurisdiction) were based on the count’s status as nobility.  However, the castle of  Hernstein was an 

exception, as no sign of Vogtei powers were evident, so such Vogtei courts were not held there. 

 The second rationale is found in the term urbs, which signifies a castle of a count and was 

linguistically proven to signify ‘castle lordship’ as well. 

 As for castle lordship belonging to these four castles, documents indicate Count Falkenstein 

acquired bans/lordships belonging to other aristocrats through purchasing or pawning with the aim of 

unifying and reinforcing his castle lordship.  This shows that there were ‘lordships by the castle lord’ 

and ‘districts he had power over’ around the castles.  In other words, ‘castle lordship’ lay around his 

castles, meaning Count Falkenstein intentionally tried to exclude other lords’ lordships around his 

castles. 

Medieval German Castle Lordships – The Castles of Count Falkenstein as an Example 




